Finnish Organizations and Links

Books about Finland

Finland
- Finland – Suomi (Official web pages maintained by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Finance)
- Virtual Finland (Facts, figures, politics, history, education, people, arts, events, travel...)
- Visit Finland (Finnish Tourist Board)
- Statistics about Finland
- Helsinki
- University of Helsinki
- University of Turku
- Helsingin Sanomat (The main daily news paper of Finland)
- Finnish Culture Portal
- Embassy of Finland, Washington D.C.

Finns in Seattle
- Finns in Northwest
- Finlandia Foundation Seattle Chapter
- Finlandia Foundation
- Swedish Finn Historical Society, Seattle
- Finnish Lutheran Church
- Nordic Heritage Museum
- Finnish American Chamber of Commerce of the Northwest
- Suomi-Seura - Finland Society
- Finland Genealogy Forum
- Finlander Discursion Forum & Genealogy Database

CIMO
- Centre for International Mobility - Operates under Finnish Ministry of Education
- CIMO's Discover Finland site

Study Finnish
- Finnish School of Seattle for Young Children
- Finlandia Foundation Finnish Class (contact chapter for more information)
Finnish Online

Learn Finnish on the Web:

- Vilma
- Suomea, ole hyvä!
- Supisuomea
- Ymmärrä suomea!
- Tavataan taas! Finnish for foreigners
- Virtual Finland – Greetings and everyday expressions
- Keskellä Suomea
- YLE materials

Hirsipuu-sanapeli:

- Joulusanat sekaisin

Listening exercises:

- Ymmärrä suomea!

Muuta:

- Verbix
- Online dictionary Finnish-English-Finnish
- Online dictionary with several language combinations
- Yle Uutiset selkosuomeksi
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